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Scene One: The Village.  

(The stage is dark. Lights come up. Enter Narrator G and T.) 

Narrator G:  Greetings to you all. Gather round. Come closer to the fire and we shall tell you a 

story.  

Narrator T:  It is a very, very old story; from a long, long time ago.  

Narrator G:  Are you sitting comfortably?  

Narrator T:  Good, then we shall begin.  

Narrator G:  Once upon a time, in the icy lands to the North, there was a village. This village was 

home to a tribe. The Sea Walker tribe, they were called.  

Narrator T:  And in this place lived a Girl.  

(Enter The Girl ).  

Narrator G:  The Girl lived a happy, but hard life, with her friends.  

(Enter the villagers, each going about their business, including Amka, Aput and Alasie ) 

Amka:   What should we do today?  

Narrator T:  They would play games.  

(The girls play tag). 

Narrator G:  They would practice their stitching.  

(The girls sit together and practice their stitching)  

Narrator T:  And they would help cook the food for the rest of the tribe.  

(The girls cook food on the fire and warm their hands.) 

Aput:   Brrr, it’s cold today.  

Alasie :   You say that every day.  

Aput:   It’s cold every day.  

(Enter Kova, the villagers salute to him as he appears) 

Narrator G:  The Girl’s father, Kova was her only family. He had taken care of The Girl since she 

was little. She loved it most when he would tell stories. At night the village would 

gather around the campfire and listen.  

Kova:  What story shall it be today? How about the story of Nanuk the bear, who ran away 

from hunters and became the stars? Or how about the sisters who married an eagle 

and a whale?  

Narrator G:  Often, Kova would go out to sea with the rest of the hunters, leaving The Girl 

behind. 

Kova:   My daughter, take care. I am off to the sea to find food for us all. 
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(They hug and then the girls leave. The Hunters enter.)  

Narrator T:  Kova was very popular, for he was the greatest fisherman in the village. There 

weren’t many animals to eat, and so Kova and the other Hunters would take out 

their boats and catch fish for the villagers. 

(Kova and the Hunters on the boat. He spears a large fish with his spear and the Hunters cheer.)  

Hunter 1:  We will have full bellies tonight.  

Hunter 2:  Hooray for Kova!   

(The village enters and they all sit down to eat the fish.)  

Amka:   Three cheers for Kova and this lovely fish!  

(The village cheers)  

Kova:  Thank you friends. But please, do not clap for me. Clap for the Guardian Sedna.  

(Enter Chorus bringing on the totem of a giant Owl. Everyone else leaves apart from The Girl.)  

Narrator T:  For as long as the Girl could remember, the Guardian Sedna had stood in the middle 

of the village. It protected the people and brought fish to the Sea. The Girl loved the 

guardian, as did the people of the village.  

(The Girl  goes to sleep.)  

Narrator G:  Everyone was happy, until one day. When The Girl woke up, she went outside her 

hut as usual, and found that the guardian had vanished. 

Girl:   The Guardian Sedna is gone!  

(Enter villagers, including Amka, Aput and Alasie ) 

Amka:   What happened? 

Aput:   Where did it go? 

Alasie :   We have to find it.  

Kova:   We shall all search!  

Narrator T:  The villagers searched but could find no sign of the guardian.  

(Villagers leave.)  

Days passed and soon a huge blizzard fell upon the village. It carried on for days and 

days, making everyone cold and burying the land in fresh snow.  

Narrator G:  It was so cold that the water froze over. Soon the village was hungry.  

(Enter Kova) 

Kova:   We cannot get the boats out and catch fish with this blizzard still going.  

Girl:   I have never seen such a blizzard.  
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Kova:  Because it is not natural. I am afraid this blizzard will continue forever without the 

Guardian Sedna to protect us.  

(Exit Kova) 

Narrator T:  The storm continued and eventually, The Girl decided that something must be done. 

She packed her satchel, put on her warmest clothes and set out once again to search 

for the Guardian Sedna.  

Girl:   I will find it and rescue the village.  

(The Girl  rushes off. The Narrators exit. Lights dim.)  

Scene Two: The Meeting.  

(Enter Narrator O and I. Enter Chorus with forest and The Girl s a puppet.)  

Narrator O:  The Girl’s journey took her far from the village. In the snow it was cold and hard to 

move, but she kept on searching.  

(The Girl walks against the storm and shivering.) 

Narrator I:  She walked until she could walk no more. She was too tired and too hungry to 

continue.  

(The Girl  falls over and lies in the snow.)  

Just when it seemed all hope was lost, however… 

(Enter The Fox. It cautiously approaches The Girl nd sniffs her. It pokes her with a paw to see if she is 

awake and looks around to see if there is anyone else. Deciding to help, it drags her through the 

snow and into it’s cave. The lights go down and come back up to reveal The Girl gain. Enter The Girl  

and The Fox B.)  

Narrator O:  The mysterious fox took the girl to a cave not far away, where she warmed up again 

and began to open her eyes. Much to her confusion.  

(The Girl  wakes up and is surprised by the Fox)  

Girl:   Oh, hello.  

(She inspects The Fox and it looks at her, confused.)  

What a curious fox you are. White as snow. You saved me, but where am I now?  

(From out of the darkness comes Ataninnuaq, the wise Owl.)  

Atan:   You are in my cave. 

Girl:   Oh, a talking owl, and how big you are! 

Atan:  Come, little one, let us make a fire and we shall talk. 

(They sit around the fire.)  

I am the wise old Ataninnuaq, a mighty owl which had watched over your tribe for 

many, many years. I knew your great grandfather when he was a boy, and your 

grandfather, and your father. I knew your mother too, such a beautiful woman. She 
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was so kind and loved by everyone. You are looking for your Guardian Sedna. I know 

where it has gone. Deep into the heart of the mountains. Stolen by a thief.   

Girl: I have to get it back. Can you help? 

Atan:  I cannot go, for I am too old now. Take this fox, it is magic fox shall lead you where 

you need to go. Be careful, the journey will be dangerous.  

Girl:   Thank you, wise owl. I will be careful.  

 (Exit The Girl , the Fox and the Narrators.)     

Scene Three: The Canyon  

(Enter Narrator G and T.)  

Narrator G:  The Girl followed the Fox through the snow and up into the mountains. Eventually 

they climbed up and out of the winds, leaving the storm behind them.  

(Enter The Girl A and The Fox A. The Girl walks carefully over the rocks, but the Fox is nimble and 

manages to move around without struggle.)  

Girl:  Thank goodness we are out of that storm. I just wish, dear Fox, that you talked 

more.  

(The Fox looks at her and shrugs.)  

Narrator T:  They came to a massive hole in the earth. It was a canyon that went on for miles in 

both directions and was too big to jump.  

(The Fox points at the other side of the canyon. Enter Chorus with black sheet, string and puppets.)  

Girl:  But how can we get across? I cannot jump that far. Could you get us across with your 

magic?  

(The Fox shakes its head.)  

Narrator G:  The Girl scratched her head. She did not know what to do. Then, she thought of an 

idea.  

(The Girl takes a rope out of her satchel.)  

Girl:   I will throw this rope to the other side and we can cross over it.  

(The Girl throws a rope and it winds around a rock on the other side. During this sequence The Girl  

and the Fox move behind the sheet and the Chorus replace them with puppets. 

Narrator T:  With all of her strength the girl threw the rope and snagged it on a rock on the other 

side. Carefully, the two crossed the rope.  

Girl:   Don’t look down, Fox. We will be there very soon.  

Narrator G:  They were nearly halfway when suddenly the wind blew hard and The Girl began to 

slip.  

(The Girl slips and falls from the rope, she holds on with both hands.)  

Girl:   Help! 
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Narrator T:  Quick as a flash, the Fox went to help. It pulled her up and placed her back on the 

rope.  

Girl:   You saved me again, thank you fox! Wait, what is that?  

(From the other side of the rope, a polar bear appears. It chases them across the rope, hungrily.)  

Hurry, we have to reach the other side.  

Narrator G:  The Girl and the Fox went as fast as they could, the hungry bear just a few feet 

behind.  

(They reach the other side. The Fox turns and bites the rope, it falls and so does the bear.)  

Girl:   Well done, Fox. Come on then. 

Narrator T:  They walked some more until it was dark, then stopped for the night.  

Girl:   I remember a story my father told me once about a polar bear.  

(Enter Kova) 

Kova:  A long time ago, there lived a polar bear named Nanuk. He was a strong bear who 

walked the lands looking for food. Nanuk was friends with all the other animals in 

the land.  

(Enter Polar Bear, who acts out this story while Kova tells it. Enter Chorus as animals.)  

Nanuk loved people, so he came to the village but never harmed anyone. Most of 

the villagers loved him, apart from a few, who thought that Nanuk was dangerous.  

(Enter Chorus as hunters.)  

Hunter:  We should hunt this bear down and turn him into coats.  

Kova:  So one day, the Hunters went out after Nanuk. They found him walking the tundra 

far away. The men chased after Nanuk. They ran to the edge of the world. Nanuk 

was a kind bear, and was sad that the humans were hunting him. He saw there was 

nowhere to go and so kept running. He fell off the edge of the world and the hunters 

chased him still.  

(Nanuk and the hunters run off the edge of the world.)  

They didn’t disappear though. Both Nanuk and the hunters went up into the sky and 

became the stars that shine there today, apart for one hunter, who came back to get 

a mitten he had dropped.  

(One hunter returns for his mitten and then leaves.)  

So every time you look up and see the stars, that is Nanuk and the hunters, shining 

down.  

(Kova exits.)  

Girl:   We should get some sleep, fox.  

(She lies down and the lights dim. Exit all.) 
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Scene Four- The Big Mouth 

(Enter Narrators O and I.)  

Narrator O:  The Girl and the Fox continued across the rocks until they reached the water. In 

front of them was a frozen lake, larger than any she had seen before.  

(Enter The Girl B and the Fox B. The Fox points across the frozen lake, The Girl  sighs.)  

Narrator I:  Carefully, she and the Fox crept across the ice. They had not gotten far when 

suddenly the ice beneath The Girl broke. She and the Fox dropped into the cold 

water. 

(The Girl  and the Fox fall into the water. There they swim about and encounter colourful fish in a 

short physical sequence.) 

Girl:   This is lovely, Fox, but we should get back to the surface before we freeze.  

(She tries to swim up but the water has frozen again.) 

Oh no, we cannot get out past the ice!  

Narrator O:  Suddenly they heard a sound.  

(A loud whale song echoes through the water. Enter the Whale;  

Girl:   It’s a Big Mouth! Quick, swim away!  

(Exit The Girl  and the Fox. Enter Chorus. The Girl nd the Fox change over to puppets once more. The 

Whale chases them but is much faster and eventually catches up.) 

Narrator I:  The Girl and the Fox were swallowed by the whale and soon found themselves 

standing in the belly of the beast.  

(Enter The Girl and the Fox.) 

Girl:   Oh dear. What will we do now?  

(The Fox shrugs sadly.)  

  Excuse me, Mr Big Mouth! 

Whale:   Who are you? My food does not usually talk to me.  

Girl:   You are wrong. We are not food. We just got stuck beneath the ice.  

Whale:  You mean, you are not fish? How embarrassing, I am sorry for eating you then. I am 

old and my eyes are not what they used to be.  

Narrator O:  The whale took the two of them across the lake and, when the time was right, shot 

them up out of his water spout, through the ice and onto land again.  

(The Whale sprays The Girl and the Fox out and onto land again.) 

Whale:   Goodbye, friends! 
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(Exit the Whale.)  

Girl:   Come on Fox, which way now?  

(The Fox points and darts off in the direction of the mountains. Exit all.) 

Scene Five: The Nest. 

(Enter Narrators G and T, followed by The Girl  and the Fox A, who are climbing up the mountain.)  

Narrator G:  The Girl followed the Fox high up into the mountains again, where the wind was cold 

and the air was thin.  

Narrator T:  They climbed and climbed for hours, but the mountain was tall. Eventually, The Girl 

sked if they could stop for a rest. 

(The Girl  and the Fox stop to rest. Enter Featherpeople, a race which are giant eagles, capable of 

human speech with large, sharp claws.)  

Guard 1:  Who goes there?  

Guard 2:  It is a human! What is a human doing in our nest?  

Narrator G:  The Girl remembered the bedtime stories that her father told her once. About 

people who lived in the distant mountains who were more bird than human.  

Girl:  Goodness, such large birds…you must be the Featherpeople. The ones from my 

father’s stories.  

(Enter Lady Brightbeak, the queen of the Featherpeople. She has royal feathers, a bright beak and a 

shiny crown upon her head.)  

Lady B:  Guards wait! Who told you about us? There are not many humans who know about 

our people.  

Girl:   My father, Kova.  

Lady B:  Kova? Yes, I remember that human. We have met before. Let her pass, guards, Kova 

is a friend of the Featherpeople and so his daughter will see no harm. My name is 

Lady Brightbeak, Queen of the Mountains.  

Girl:   It is nice to meet you, your majesty.  

Lady B:   I met Kova a long, long time ago.  

(Lights change, Kova enters, he is sailing on a boat in a storm.)  

One stormy day, Kova was out on the water, looking for fish. He had just caught a 

big one and was on his way back when he got attacked by a large walrus, who was 

hungry for the fish.  

(Enter Walrus, it snatches the fish from the boat and dives into the water.)  

But your father wasn’t going to let him go, he jumped in after the creature.  

(Kova jumps into the water with his spear, they fight and eventually Kova manages to injure the 

Walrus, but is hurt himself and both lose the fish. Exit Walrus. Kova meanwhile drifts along in the 

water.)  
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I found Kova in the water and saved him.  

(Lady Brightbeak pulls Kova out of the water.)  

Kova:   You saved me, thank you. In return I will catch lots of fish.  

Lady B:  It was a hard time for us and we had not caught much food. For a week, Kova stayed 

and helped my people catch enough fish to last us the season. His kindness shall 

never be forgotten. 

(Kova and Lady Brightbeak shake hands and then Kova exits.)  

Girl:  What an incredible story. We are trying to find something that was stolen from us. 

The Guardian Sedna was taken from my village, and a wise old owl said that I could 

find it if I follow this fox. It thinks the guardian is on the other side of the mountains.  

Lady B:  We shall fly you there. Guards, take the child and the animal down to the forest. Be 

careful though, dark spirits live down there, and there are many other dangerous 

things.  

Narrator G:  The Girl thanked the Queen and then the two Featherpeople guards took her and 

the Fox off through the air and down to the forest on the other side of the 

mountain.  

(Exit all.)   

Scene Six: The Forest 

(Enter Narrator O and I, and Chorus as forest.)  

Narrator O:  Ahead of The Girl now stood a forest, vast and dark.  

(Enter The Girl  and the Fox B. The Girl  looks around at the forest.)   

Girl:   Come on, how bad can it be?  

(The Girl  and the Fox enter the forest. They push past branches of trees and under frozen vines.)  

Narrator O:  However, this was no ordinary forest. As the bird queen said, dark spirits lived in the 

forest. The spirits feasted on the good souls of the living, and they were hungry.  

Narrator I:  The spirits smelt The Girl coming and began to wake up.  

(Enter Dark Spirits. They move around the forest too, darting in and out of trees, avoiding the Girl’s 

eyes. They creep closer and closer to her. Finally, The Girl  spots the spirits and begins to panic. She 

tries to run, but it is no use. The Dark Spirits surround her.)  

Narrator O:  The Girl tried to escape but she could not get away. The spirits attacked her, 

however she was not alone.  

(The Fox jumps in, it growls at the spirits. When they see the Fox, the Dark Spirits run away. The Fox 

rubs its nose against The Girl  to comfort her.) 

Narrator I:  The Girl nd the Fox quickly hurried through the forest, not wanting to meet any  

more sprits.  

(Exit all apart from Chorus as trees.) 
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Scene Seven: The Sorcerer’s Hut.  

(Enter Narrators G and T, The Girl  and the Fox A.)  

Girl:   Thank you, Fox, you have saved me again.   

(The Fox yelps, happily.  They carry on walking and the forest parts. The branches pull away. Enter 

Siku, disguised as an old person gathering firewood. Siku sees The Girl nd approaches her.)  

Siku:   Why hello there, child, nice to meet you.  

Girl:   Hello, who are you?  

Siku:  I am a lonely soul who lives in these woods. I am out getting wood for the fire. You 

look cold, child, Would you like to come back to my hut and warm yourself?  

Narrator G:  The Girl was tired and cold, so she agreed and they followed the stranger to a small 

hut in the forest.  

(Siku leads the pair of them to the hut and they warm themselves by the fire.)  

Narrator T:  The stranger made The Girl  warm drink and gave her food to eat.  

Siku:   So tell me, what brings you all the way here?  

Girl:  I am following this Fox. It is showing me where to find the guardian of our village, 

which was stolen.  

Siku:   What a thrilling adventure you must have had. Why don’t you tell me more?  

Girl:  Well, first we came to this huge hole in the ground and had to cross it on rope. Then 

we were swallowed by the Big Mouth and he spat us out again, where we met the 

Featherpeople and they took us down the mountain and into the forest… 

Narrator G:  The Girl told the stranger about her journey. Soon it was late and the Girl wanted to 

leave.  

Girl:   Thank you, elder. But I must go now. My village needs the guardian back.  

Siku:   Oh, don’t go. You should stay.  

Girl:   Thank you, but no.  

(The Girl stands to leave. Siku raises a hand, angry.)  

Siku:   Sit down!  

(The fires goes out and The Girl  suddenly sits down. Siku is using magic to control her.)  

Girl:   I cannot move.  

Siku:   Stupid Girl. My name is Siku, I am a sorcerer, and you are mine now.  

(The Fox barks at Siku and tries to help, but Siku waves a hand and the Fox falls asleep.)  
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Narrator G:  The Girl remembered a story her father had told her; about a sorcerer named Siku, 

who had once lived in the village. 

(Enter Kova)  

Kova:  A long time ago, there lived a man in our tribe named Siku. He was a kind man, who 

was very interested in old stories. When he was a child Siku heard stories about 

magic and decided that he would learn it himself.  

(Enter a younger version of Siku, acting out the story. Enter the Father, also in the story.)  

One day, a father took his son out hunting, but the two were separated and the son 

was lost. The father asked Siku for help, using his magic to find the boy.  

Father:  Please, you must help me find my boy!  

Kova:  Siku helped the man and they found out that the son had been taken by Raiders. 

The Raiders refused to give the boy back.    

(Enter Raider Leader, with Raiders and Son.)  

Raider Leader:  You want him? Come and get him!  

Kova:  The father was not good at fighting, so Siku used his magic to scare the raiders off. 

He summoned dark spirits to attack them.  

(Enter Dark spirits, who swirl around the raiders. They run away.)  

Kova:  The father was glad to have his son back, but when the village heard that Siku had 

used dark magic they decided it was not safe to have him there. The elder banished 

Siku into the mountains and he was never heard from again.  

(Kova, Father, Son and Siku exit.)  

Siku:  The tribe banished me from the village, and the guardian stopped me from going 

back. But without it I can return and destroy Kova and everyone else.  

Narrator T:  Siku locked The Girl nd the Fox in a cage and went to plan his attack.  

(Enter Chorus with sticks to form a cage door.  Siku exits. The Girl  and the Fox are trapped. The Fox 

slowly begins to wake up.)  

Girl:   What should we do? We have to stop the sorcerer!  

Narrator G:  The Fox thought for a moment and then started to howl. It howled loudly up at the 

sky. Then, suddenly, a spirit appeared.  

(Enter the spirit Yura, the ghost of The Girl’s Mother.)  

Yura:   Hello there, child.  

Girl:   Wait, I know you, you are my mother!  

Yura:  Yes, daughter. It is true. Your friend here called forth my spirit. I shall free you from 

this prison. How tall you have grown.  

Girl:  You are beautiful.  
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Yura:  So are you, you have your father’s strong spirit. There is no time for that now 

though, let me help you out of there.  

(With a wave of her hand, the cage vanishes. Chorus exit. The Girl and Yura hug.)  

You must escape and find the Guardian Sedna before Siku destroys the village.  

Girl:   But I don’t know how. Can’t you use your magic to help me?  

Yura:   No, you must do this alone. Use Siku’s magic to help you. I believe in you, daughter.  

(Yura hugs The Girl and then she leaves. Siku enters.) 

Siku:  Wretched spirit, begone with you! Girl, you have escaped. No matter, I shall crush 

you with my magic.  

(Siku summons two wisps of ice magic which dance around him.)  

Narrator G:  Using magic, Siku attacked the Girl. Cold as ice, it would freeze her solid if she 

touched it.  

(The magic attacks The Girl and she dodges it.)  

Narrator T:  The Girl thought about what her mother said and came up with a plan.  

(The Girl  runs around Siku. The sorcerer is struck by the ice magic and frozen. Siku cries out while 

freezing. The ice fades away. Chorus exit.)  

Girl:   Come Fox, that will not hold him long.   

(Exit all.)  

Scene Eight: The Creator of Storms, Frostfoot.  

(Enter Narrator O and I) 

Narrator O:  The Girl hurried away from the sorcerer and into the forest once more. She followed 

the Fox past trees, over frozen rivers and along narrow paths until finally they 

reached the end of their journey.  

(Enter The Girl and the Fox B, moving through the forest, over frozen rivers and along narrow paths. 

Finally they stop and stare out ahead of them. They have reached a large open land of snow, where 

the wind blows loudly.)  

Narrator I:  Ahead of them was the tundra, a landscape of ice and snow. No more trees, or huts 

or mountains. Just white as far as the eye could see. The Fox pointed onwards.  

(The Fox points out towards the tundra and nods for her to follow.)  

Narrator O:  Onwards they went for miles. Until finally… 

Girl:   There it is: up on that mountain.  

Narrator I:  But the Girl quickly realised this was no mountain. It began to move, lifting a massive 

arm into the air.  

Narrator O:  To her astonishment, the Girl saw she was looking at a giant, made entirely of ice!  
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(Enter Frostfoot and Chorus, with puppets for The Girl  and the Fox and a white sheet. The Girl nd the 

Fox go behind the sheet and the puppets take over. In one hand the giant holds a pickaxe and in the 

other he holds the totem. Frostfoot slams the axe down and creates a massive gust of wind, blowing 

The Girl nd the Fox off their feet.)  

Girl:   Please stop, giant!  

Frost:   Who are you?  

Girl:   I am from the Sea Walker village. I have come looking for our Guardian.  

Frost:   Your guardian? I have seen none.  

Girl:   But you are holding it.  

Frost:  This? This is my special pick, used for cleaning teeth. I found it one day while 

walking.  

Girl:   It belongs to my village. Please, without it a sorcerer will come and freeze us all.  

Frost:   No, it is mine!  

(Frostfoot lifts his pickaxe again and slams it down, creating another gust of wind.)  

Narrator O:  The Girl realised that she would need to be smart to solve this problem, as she had 

been with Siku. The Giant was too tall to climb, but she had another idea.  

Girl:   Giant, what is your name?  

Frost:  My name is Frostfoot. I am the Creator of Storms! I break the ice and create winds 

that carry snow across the land, keeping it alive.  

Girl:   Can I see your axe?  

Frost:   My Pickaxe is my treasure. Without it I would just be Frostfoot, Creator of Nothing.  

(Frostfoot shows the Girl his axe. The Fox looks confused.)  

Girl:   Can I hold it, please?  

Frost:   Well…just for a moment. But then I must go back to work.  

(Frostfoot places the axe down behind the sheet and The Girl nd the Fox emerge, the Girl holding the 

axe. The Girl nd the Fox exit with the axe. The Chorus follow them.)  

Frost:   MY PICKAXE!!! COME BACK HERE! 

(He chases them off.)  

Narrator O:  The Girl nd the Fox took the axe and ran back the way they had come. They passed 

by the Sorcerer’s Hut, where Siku was still frozen.  

(Enter Siku, still partially frozen. The Girl nd the Fox run past.) 

Siku:   Wait! Get back here and let me freeze you!  

(Frostfoot rushes past.)  

Siku:   Never mind.  
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(Siku exits.)  

Narrator I:  They ran back past the Featherpeople and Lady Brightbeak.  

(Enter Lady Brightbeak, she sees them running, followed by the Giant.)  

Lady B:   Run, child!   

(She exits.)  

Narrator O:  They swam back past the Big Mouth, Frostfoot close behind.  

(Enter the Whale. The three rush past.)  

Whale:   Oh my. What a big fellow.  

(He exits.) 

Narrator I:  Finally, The Girl nd the Fox reached the canyon and stopped.  

(Enter Chorus with the black sheet and larger totem hidden behind. Frostfoot catches up, out of 

breath.)   

Frost:   Give me my pickaxe, tiny one.  

Girl:   No! You give me my Guardian, or I will throw this pickaxe down into the hole.  

(The Girl goes to throw the pickaxe into the hole.)  

Frost:   NO! Fine, you win, take the pick.  

(He places it down behind the black sheet. The Fox pulls out the full size totem.) 

Now, my pickaxe?  

Girl:   You must promise not to steal any more picks! This one is important to us.  

Frost:   I am sorry for taking it. I shall never steal anything again.  

Girl:   Then here you go.  

(She returns the pickaxe.)  

Frost:   Thank you. As an apology, please let me lift you over this hole.  

(The Girl nd the Fox swap with their puppets. Frostfoot lifts the puppets up and places them on the 

other side of the canyon. Exit all Chorus.)  

Girl:   Goodbye Frostfoot.  

Frost:   Goodbye!  

 (Exit all.)  

Epilogue. 

(Enter Narrator G and B, Kova, Amka, Aput, Alasie and villagers. They all cheer when The Girl  returns 

with the totem. Enter Girl A and the Fox A)  

Narrator G:  The village cheered when the Girl returned.  
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Kova:   My child, I am so proud of you! Now we can go and catch fish and be fed again!  

(Another cheer from the crowd.)  

Amka:   How did you find it?  

Narrator T:  The Girl told them all about her adventure. Later that night, the Fox started to sneak 

away from the village.  

(Exit villagers, Kova, Amka, Aput and Alasie .)  

Girl:   Where are you going?  

(Enter Ataninnuaq.)  

Atan:   The Fox’s job is done. It is returning to its home now.  

Girl:   But I will miss you.  

(The Fox looks sad.)  

Atan:  The Fox cannot stay in the village, child. It needs to be free, so it can help others, as 

it did you.  

Girl:  I understand. Thank you Fox. You saved the village, and you saved me. I will never 

forget you.  

(The Girl  and the Fox hug and then it disappears. Exit Fox.)  

Atan:  Tell your story, my child. Tell it to all, for you had a wonderful adventure. Your 

children will hear the story, and your children’s children. Soon it will become legend.  

Girl:   Thank you, wise owl.  

(Exit Ataninnuaq and The Girl .)  

Narrator G:  The Girl never saw the Fox again, but she knew it was always close, watching over 

her.  

Narrator T:  Soon The Girl became a woman and continued telling her story. The village made 

sure that the totem was never stolen again and Siku the sorcerer never returned to 

the village. Some say he still lives in the dark forest, waiting for revenge. 

Narrator G:  As time passed, the Girl’s story lived on, becoming a legend. The legend of The Girl 

nd the Fox.  

(Blackout.)   
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